Press release

Mixed configurations: the new born in the Alkè electric vehicles family

The range of configurations offered by the Italian company Alkè expands with the addition in the catalogue of
new combinable solutions (COMBI bodies) to satisfy more needs with one vehicle
Padua, 5th Jun 2018 - The hundreds of
configurations available for those who
choose an Alkè electric vehicle further
increase to get even closer to all the various
needs of the market.
The 25 years of experience in the sector and
the thousands of vehicles sold in more than
40 countries have pushed Alkè to design
mixed configurations addressed to those
who need to carry out multiple tasks but
wants to do it with just one vehicle. These
configurations (denominated COMBI by
Alkè) are just based on the matching of two
combinable applications for an optimal
combined use.
Among the introduced novelties there are the storage box module and the high-pressure washer module, both
combinable with the dropside body, the dropside body with steel mesh sides, the waste collection body or the
tarpaulin body.
Alkè electric vehicles are characterized to be 100% made in Italy, zero emission and silent, without sacrificing
quality, robustness and high performances. All the Alkè vehicles are N1 type approved for road circulation. In
addition, there is the possibility to customize your own vehicle, not only choosing the configuration the more
appropriate to your own needs but now also with the opportunity to match it with another combinable
configuration. This solution is installable in all vehicles with long wheelbase version with the objective of
simplifying tasks (as for example the street cleaning and waste collection activity) that would otherwise
require two different vehicles.
Alkè
Alkè is an Italian manufacturer of type-approved electric road vehicles used for transport, logistics and
other multi-functional or special operations. It was established in 1992 and right from the first years it
concentrated its efforts in the study and production of innovative vehicles for performance and, most of
all, for the quality of their construction. Up to today Alke’ vehicles are commercialised in more than 40
countries worldwide (Europe, Middle East, Asia, Australia, South America).

The entire range of Alkè vehicles can be viewed on the web site ww.alke.com.
High resolution images are available on request.
For more information write to: media@alke.com
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Some images of Alkè vehicles with COMBI configurations

Storage box with waste collection body ̶ © Alkè

High pressure washer with waste collection body ̶ © Alkè
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